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Dates: 1980s-2000s  
Creator: Cotton, Martha  
Collection Size: 9.55 cubic feet, 11 video cassettes

Introduction  
The papers of an NBC News producer and journalist include correspondence, research materials, story files, and miscellaneous material. Includes "Volcano" and "Up Close and Personal" materials.

Restriction  
Includes all accessions. Written permission from donor is required to view and to photocopy materials.

NOTE: In addition to CA5480, this preliminary inventory also includes accessions CA5021 and CA5437.

Box List

**ACCESSION CA5021**

**Box 1**
Folders 1-2, Writer’s Strike  
Folders 3-4, Benazir Bhutto  
Folder 5, Old Surfers  
Folder 6, Eugene Fodor  
Folder 7, Cancer Clusters

**Box 2**
Folder 8, George D. “Pinky” Nelson  
Folder 9, 1939 Movies  
Folder 10, Pesticides  
Folder 11, Leigh Steinberg  
Folders 12-13, William Lee “Willie” Shoemaker

**ACCESSION CA5437**

**Box 1**  
Correspondence  
Research Notes  
Drugs  
Hispanic Dropouts  
Joan Kroc  
Philippine Deportee  
Stringfellow Acid Pits
Wild Horses
Story Suggestions
NBC New Notebooks (14)
United States Olympic Team, Media Guide, 1984
Miscellaneous

ACCESSION CA5480
Box 1
Mexico
Mexican Elections

Box 2
Mexican Elections
Free Clinics
Oldest Graduate
Violence Series

Box 3
“Volcano”
Crew Reports/Schedules
Clearance
1st Unit Old One-Liners
2nd Unit Old One-Liners
Script Changes/Notes
Script Supervisor’s Continuity Breakdown
Script Revisions, 7/11/96-10/5/96
Location Lists
Maps
Mrs. Gooch’s
Pepperdine University
UCLA Film School
Notes
Pre-production Schedule
Product Placement
Publicity
Canal Plus- French
KBS- Korean
KVEA- Mexico
NTV- Japan
RTL- Germany
7 Network- Australia
Sky TV- United Kingdom
TVE- Spain
Fran Zell- Faxes
Memos from Mick Jackson
Playback Designations
Memos - Martha
Budget - Final
Extras Breakdown
Notes
Publicity Kit
News Copy
Reporter/Crew Schedules
Old Calendars - Video/News Segments
Associate Producer Resumes
Resumes - Editors
Resumes - Cameramen
Script, May
Script, 6/25/96
Pitch - Kid’s Show
What’s On
Research - Kid’s Show
Guatemala, 1996
Dove Foundation
Trey - Scripts
Trey
Trey Short Sheets
LA Mission
LA Mission Screening
LA Mission Scripts
End Times/People/Resources
Writers
Lucy - Treatments/Old
Lucy - My Treatment
Lucy - Contracts and Waivers
Lucy Gonda
City Light Women’s Outreach
Rich Settoon
Lucy - Story Research
Lucy - Personnel Notes

Box 4
Notes from Lucy
RLA Anniversary
NBC Computer File/Scripts, etc.
TV News Series Ideas
Kenya - WV
Up Close and Personal” Notes
“Volcano” Notes
Station Footage Contacts
Box 5
“Volcano” Notes
“Volcano” Promo Videos [11 v.c.]

Box 6
Richard Maynard’s class
Boystown—Russ Reid
Miners Story—early drafts

*Enemy Of The State*
  - Script—readthrough copy
  - Local TV
  - Henry Bean revisions pp 1-110
  - Revised script, August 1997
  - ITNAT—declined
  - One-liners
  - CNN dialog
  - ITNAT—agreed
  - Radio
  - Internat—pending
  - One-line schedule/video-graphics breakdown
  - News talent
  - Memos, updates, etc.
  - Research
  - Stationary

C.S. Lewis documentary
  - Foundation
  - Archives
  - Wade Center
  - Outgoing faxes and correspondence
  - Independent Television Service app.
  - Master proposal
  - Readings
  - General
  - Correspondence received, 1993

Jesus project
  - CR tape list
  - John Dominic Crossan
  - Fr. Francis Martin
  - Metzger transcript
  - Richard Horsley
  - Yeomans
  - Wright
  - Gingerich
  - Sproul
  - Sam Lamerson
  - Dr. Paul Maier
Levine
Israel trip
Interviews—BG
Jesus Seminar
Koester transcript
Picture clearance
Jesus in history
D.A. Carson
Influence on culture
Dr. Yamauchi
Jennings
Dead Sea Scrolls
All American Gospel (AAG)
PR
Gen info/plans
Idol—celebrities
Track

Box 7
Video Run—Down by scene (removed from binder) [2 folders]
Up Close & Personal
  Script, 1995
  General
Matrix: Episode #1 script, 1992
KCAL
Casting
Victorya Michaels
Bids
Murphy Brown
Critters [2 f.]
Offers
Purity Wars
New Age
Animals = People?
Volcano Info.
The Negotiator
No-Go guests
Is Hollywood Anti-Faith
Guest possibles
Wall of Separation
Catholics←→Protestants
Religion Background
Randy Alcorn
Muslim←→Christian
Robert Reich
Dennis Prager
Ibn Warraq
Muslim Hot Seat
Slant or Slander
God: GOP or Dem?
What Color is Ur God
Is Nothing Sacred
Science
Daniel Pipes
Faith Under Fire scripts
Heresy case
Hinduism: Resurrection or Reincarnation
Vishal Mangalwadi

Box 8
LA Stories
W. Palm Beach Miracle Stories
Colorado
Changed lives: stories—emails re. The Passion of the Christ [2 f.]
Gen. Info, 2004
BG—Miracles of the Passion
No Babies, No Bread
Faith Under Fire season 1
Season 1 release forms
Booking/Appearance release
Office handouts
Laura’s
Islam
Issues in Islam
One on one req.
Does God Want Me To Be Happy
Islam—Season 1
Harry Potter
Movie violation
Zig Zigler
Matchmaking
Intolerance/Ryan Dobson
God an American?
Science/Creationism
Bible = Hate Speech?
Faith Under Fire misc.
Islamic state?
Martha Cotton misc.
Notepads [2]
Geller Media Management
Ken Linder & Assoc.
N.S. Bienstock
Stella Zadeh  
California State L.A.  
The Asia Network  
Gayle Anderson  
Abrams, Rubaloff & Lawrence  
Athletes & Artist  
Uganda—contracts, etc.  
Uganda—World Vision: Uganda AIDS Project  
Quantum Leap  
Releases—Season 2

**Box 9**

Binders [4]
  
  Up Close And Personal—shooting schedule  
  Model: Ryan Locke  
  Model: Cheryl Tiegs  
  Martha’s Notebook